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Goodhart’s Law

Bill Cowan
Goodhart’s theorem (or more commonly law) is named after Charles Goodhart, who was formerly the head
of the central bank of the United Kingdom. One of the jobs of a central bank is to adjust the short-
terminterest rate to keep inflation at a low level, aka retain the purchasing power of the currency. Changing
the interest rate has effectsonly in the distant future, six months to a year after the change, sothe central bank
needs to have proxy measures that let it know what inflation will be in the future in order to decide what to
do now.

Speaking very casually, Goodhart observed that as soon as the bank adopted a particular proxy measure
security traders found out about it and began to trade securities using it as a measure of future inflation. The
trading influenced the level of future inflation in such a way that the the proxy became uncorrelated with
future inflation, making it useless. This observation is his theorem, or law.

It turns out that this phenomenon appears everywhere that proxy measures are used. Consider for
example students and their teachers. Teachers want the students to learn the material, but can’t measure
directly what a students knows. So the teacher sets up proxy measures: marks on exams

and assignments, for example. These proxy measures are used by universities and employers to tell them
how much a student knows. Students soon realise that if their goal is to graduate and get a job getting good
marks is what matters, not learning. Learning itself is hard work and time-consuming, and is not even
guaranteed to get high marks, because like all proxy measures marks are an imperfect measure of knowledge.
So student devise work habits that focus on marks: cramming before exams, pestering TAs to find out
exactly what answers are expected on assignments, grubbing for extra marks, and so on. These actions
reduce the correlation between marks and knowledge, and the more the correlation siminishes the less sense
it is to focus on learning, further diminishing the correlation, and so on. This is Goodhart’s law in action.

In class I talked about processor speeds. Gamers the computer games they play to run fast, and are willing
to pay more for com0puters that run games faster. Clock speed was introduced as a proxy measure for
execution speed, and at the beginning it was a good proxy measure. But manufacturers, finding the clock
speed sold computers began to enhance clock speed, even if it didn’t actually make execution speed better.
This undermined the correlation between clock speed and execution speed  making clock speed a poor
proxy. Right now, in my estimation, we are in a period of transition. More aware computer buyers pay little
attention to clock speed and more attention to other factors like memory size, especially cache. Less aware
computer buyers are still focussing on clock speed. Five years from now I predict that clock speed will have
lost its primary focus in computer advertising.

For those who are interested in the future, I predict that number of cores is the next proxy that will be
undermined.
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